Intraspecific competition in populations of Helix aspersa with different histories of exposure to lead.
A range of invertebrates have become adapted to certain toxic metals, such that, in the presence of the contaminant, some measure of their performance, typically growth or reproduction, is superior to that of an unexposed population. Under such a toxic stress, a population with a history of exposure might outperform a naïve population in competition for limited resources. This study compared the shell growth of laboratory-bred juveniles from six populations of Helix aspersa with different histories of exposure to Pb. In 10 trials using various combinations of two populations, the snails competed for a limited supply of food that contained either no Pb or 500 micrograms/g-1 Pb, for 98 days. Each trial consisted of 10 juveniles, five from each population and was replicated four times. Nearly all of the food provided was consumed quickly after presentation. The total amount of shell growth within each replicate (the sum of the mean growth of the two populations) was highly consistent between trials so that the total amount of shell built was limited by food availability. The presence of Pb in the diet caused no measurable depression of shell growth and exposure history did not appear to confer any competitive advantage or disadvantage in any of the trials. One population consistently grew faster than its competitors in every trial of which it was a part. Shell growth tended to be greater in smaller juveniles. Snail activity is known to be inhibited at high densities and this may have contributed to the lower incremental growth in individuals kept at the higher densities. The competitive advantage enjoyed by one population may be primarily determined by their activity or perhaps their Ca metabolism.